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Previous work in automatic affect analysis (AAA) has emphasized static expressions 
to the neglect of the dynamics of facial movement and considered head movement 
only a nuisance variable to control. We investigated whether the dynamics of head and 
facial movements apart from specific facial expressions communicate affect in infants, 
an under-studied population in AAA. Age-appropriate tasks were used to elicit positive 
and negative affect in 31 ethnically diverse infants. 3D head and facial movements were 
tracked from 2D video. Head angles in the horizontal (pitch), vertical (yaw), and lateral 
(roll) directions were used to measure head movement; and the 3D coordinates of 49 
facial points to measure facial movements. Strong effects were found for both head 
and facial movements. Angular velocity and angular acceleration of head pitch, yaw, 
and roll were higher during negative relative to positive affect. Amplitude, velocity, and 
acceleration of facial movement were higher as well during negative relative to positive 
affect. A linear discriminant analysis using head and facial movement achieved a mean 
classification rate of positive and negative affect equal to 65% (Kappa = 0.30). Head 
and facial movements individually and in combination were also strongly related to 
observer ratings of affect intensity. Our results suggest that the dynamics of head and 
facial movements communicate affect at ages as young as 13 months. These interdisci-
plinary findings from behavioral science and computer vision deepen our understanding 
of communication of affect and provide a basis for studying individual differences in 
emotion in socio-emotional development.
Keywords: head movement, facial movement, positive and negative affect, infants
inTrODUcTiOn
Within the past 5  years, there have been dramatic advances in automatic affect analysis (AAA). 
From person-specific feature detection and recognition of facial expressions in posed behavior in 
controlled settings (Zeng et al., 2012), AAA has progressed to person-independent feature detection 
and recognition of facial expression in spontaneous behavior in diverse settings (Valstar et al., 2013, 
2015; Sariyanidi et al., 2015). These include therapy interviews, psychology research, medical set-
tings, and webcam recordings in homes (Cohn and De la Torre, 2015). Great strides have been made 
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in detection of both holistic expressions and anatomically based 
facial action units (AUs) in a range of applications.
In almost all work to date, the focus has been on detection 
or recognition of static expressions. This emphasis on static 
expressions has its origins in the rich descriptions of Sir Charles 
Bell (1844), Duchenne (1990), and Darwin in the nineteenth 
century (Darwin, 1872). Dependent on illustrations and pho-
tographic plates, lacking the means to quantify facial expres-
sion on a time basis, and informed by theoretical models that 
emphasized static expressions, they naturally considered static 
representations paramount. Later work in “basic emotions” by 
Ekman (1972), Ekman et  al. (2002), and Izard (1971); Izard 
(1994) in the twentieth century furthered this focus. The advent 
of video technology and advances in image and video processing 
together with Ekman’s anatomically based Facial Action Coding 
System [FACS: (Ekman and Friesen, 1978; Ekman et al., 2002)] 
made movement more accessible to analysis. Yet, its relative 
neglect continued. Annotating intensity variation from video 
is arduous; and computational approaches almost exclusively 
follow the lead of behavioral science in emphasizing static facial 
expressions and AUs.
When AAA has considered temporal information, it typically 
has done so to improve detection of facial expressions or AUs. 
HMMs, for instance, have been used to temporally segment AUs 
by establishing a correspondence between their onset, peak, and 
offset and an underlying latent state. Valstar and Pantic (2007) 
used a combination of SVM and HMM to temporally segment 
and recognize AUs. Koelstra and colleagues (Koelstra et  al., 
2010) used Gentle-Boost classifiers on motion from a non-rigid 
registration combined with an HMM. Similar approaches include 
a non-parametric discriminant HMM (Shang and Chan, 2009) 
and partially observed hidden conditional random fields (Chang 
et al., 2009). In related work, Cohen et al. (2003) used Bayesian 
networks to classify the six universal expressions from video. 
Naive-Bayes classifiers and Gaussian tree-augmented naive Bayes 
(TAN) classifiers were also used to learn dependencies among 
different facial motion features. In a series of papers, Qiang and 
his colleagues (Tong et al., 2007, 2010; Li and Ji, 2013; Wang et al., 
2013) used dynamic Bayesian networks to detect AUs. In each 
of these cases, the goal was improved AUs or facial expressions 
detection [for a more complete review, please see Zeng et  al. 
(2012) and Sariyanidi et al. (2015)].
Emphasis on static holistic expressions and AUs, however, 
ignores a critical aspect of affect communication. People do 
not communicate solely by the exchange of static face displays. 
Communication is multimodal and dynamic. Faces and heads 
move and the dynamics of that movement convey communica-
tive intent and emotion. The meaning of an expression can differ 
markedly depending on its dynamics and on the dynamics of 
modalities with which it is “packaged” (Beebe and Gerstman, 
1980). Smiling coordinated with contraction of the sphincter 
muscle around the eyes, which raises the cheeks and creates 
wrinkles lateral to the eye corners, communicates enjoyment 
when accompanied by little or upward head motion but embar-
rassment when head motion is downward and to the side 
(Keltner, 1995). Spontaneous but not posed smiles evidence 
ballistic timing (Cohn and Schmidt, 2004). Such differences 
are sufficiently powerful to discriminate between spontaneous 
and posed expressions with over 90% accuracy (e.g., Cohn and 
Schmidt, 2004; Valstar et al., 2006).
Dynamics communicates longer-duration affective states as 
well. Mergl and colleagues using motion capture (Mergl et  al., 
2005) found that the onset velocity of lip corners in laughter 
and posed expressions systematically varied between depressed 
and non-depressed participants. Girard and colleagues (Girard 
et  al., 2014), in a longitudinal study of adult patients in treat-
ment for depression, found that head motion velocity increased 
as they recovered from depression. Dibeklioglu and colleagues 
(Dibeklioglu et al., 2015) reported related findings for both head 
and face. In addition to communicating affect, head motion 
serves regulatory functions. Head-nodding can signal agree-
ment and head-turning disagreement (Knapp and Hall, 2010). 
Head motion signals attention to a partner or a shared target, 
and depending on it’s pose and dynamics head motion invites or 
discourages speaker switching. If the dynamics of head and facial 
movement is absent, communication falters. Dynamics of head 
and face movement independently of specific facial expressions 
convey affective information and serves the pragmatics of human 
communication.
Little attention outside of behavioral science has addressed 
the dynamics of affective information apart from expression 
detection. An exception was Busso and colleagues (Busso et al., 
2007) who found that head movement in avatars could provide 
emotion-specific information. A pending challenge for AAA is 
to address the dynamics of head and facial movement in emotion 
communication.
To understand the beginnings of non-verbal communication, 
we explored whether AAA could reveal the extent to which the 
dynamics of head and facial movement of infants communicate 
affective meaning independent of the morphology of facial 
expression. Additionally, we wanted to inform subsequent 
research into how the dynamics of non-verbal behavior in infants 
may be related to change with development in normative and 
high-risk samples. Both theory and data suggest that affect com-
munication, manifested by non-verbal behaviors (such as head 
and face), plays a critical role in infant’s social, emotional, and 
cognitive development (Campos et al., 1983; Tronick, 1989; Izard 
et  al., 2011; Messinger et  al., 2012). Differences in how infants 
respond to positive and negative emotion inductions are predic-
tive of developmental outcomes that include attachment security 
(Cohn et al., 1991), and behavioral problems (Moore et al., 2001). 
Existing evidence suggests that head movement, facial expres-
sion, and attention may be closely coordinated (Michel et  al., 
1992). With the possible exception of Messinger and colleagues 
(Messinger et al., 2009, 2012), automatic analysis of affect related 
behavior has only been studied in adults. We investigated whether 
AAA was sufficiently advanced to reveal the dynamics of emotion 
communication in infants.
This paper is the first to investigate automatic analysis of 
head and facial movement in infants during positive and nega-
tive affect. Automatic analysis of head and facial movement in 
infants is challenging for several reasons. The relative shape of 
infant faces differs markedly from that of adults. Compared 
to adults, infants have smoother skin, fewer wrinkles, and 
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often very faint eyebrows. Occlusion, due to hands in mouth 
and extreme head movement, is another common problem. 
To overcome these challenges, we used a newly developed 
technique to track and align 3D features from 2D video (Jeni 
et  al., 2015). This allowed us to ask to what extent head and 
facial movements communicate infants’ affect. Affect was 
represented as a continuous bipolar dimension ranging from 
intense negative to intense positive (Messinger et  al., 2009; 
Baker et  al., 2010). To elicit positive and negative affect, we 
used two age-appropriate emotion inductions, Bubble Task and 
Toy-Removal Task (Goldsmith and Rothbart, 1999). We then 
used quantitative measurements to compare the spatiotemporal 
dynamics of head and facial movements during negative and 
positive affect.
We found strong evidence that head and facial movements 
communicate affect. Velocity and acceleration of head and facial 
movements were greater during negative affect compared with 
positive affect and observers’ time-varying ratings of infant 
affect were strongly related to head and facial dynamics. The 
dynamics of head and facial movement together accounted 
for about a third of the variance in behavioral ratings of infant 
affect.
eXPeriMenTal seT-UP anD heaD anD 
Facial lanDMarKs TracKing
We investigated the extent to which non-verbal behavior apart 
from specific facial expressions communicate affect in infants 
at ages as young as 13 months. We asked whether the temporal 
dynamics of head and facial movements communicate informa-
tion about positive and negative affect. We used an experimental 
paradigm to elicit positive and negative affect. We hypothesized 
that infants’ head and facial movements during positive and nega-
tive affect would systematically differ.
Participants
Participants were 31 ethnically diverse infants (M  =  13.1, 
SD = 0.52) recruited as part of a multi-site study involving chil-
dren’s hospitals in Seattle, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia. 
Participants in this study were primarily from the Seattle site. 
Two infants were African-American, 2 Asian-American, 6 
Hispanic-American, 17 European-American, 3 Multiracial, and 
1 unknown. Ten were girls. Twelve infants were mildly affected 
with craniofacial microsomia (CFM). CFM is congenital condi-
tion associated with varying degrees of facial asymmetry. Case-
control differences between CFM and unaffected infants will be 
a focus of future research as more infants are ascertained. The 
study involved human subjects. Parents all gave informed consent 
for their infant to participate in the experiment. Additionally, 
informed consent was obtained for all images that appear in this 
publication.
Observational Procedures
Infants were seated in a highchair in front of a table with an 
experimenter and their mother across from them. The experi-
menter sat to the mothers’ left out of camera view and closer to 
the table as shown in Figure  1. Two age-appropriate emotion 
inductions were administered with each consisting of multiple 
trials.
Emotion Induction
The “Bubble Task” was intended to elicit positive affect (surprise, 
interest, and amusement); the “Toy-Removal Task” was intended 
to elicit negative affect (frustration, anger, and distress).
Bubble Task
Soap bubbles were blown toward the center of the table and below 
camera view (see Figure 3, first row). Before blowing bubbles, the 
examiner attempted to build suspense (e.g., counting 1–2–3 and 
then saying “Ooh, look at the pretty bubbles), Can you catch one? 
Where’s that bubble going?” and scaffolding infant engagement 
(e.g., “allow all bubbles to pop before continuing again”). This 
procedure was repeated multiple times.
Toy-Removal Task
The examiner showed a car to the infant and demonstrated how 
it works by “running” the car on the table between her own 
hands to generate interest (e.g., car is “wound up” by pulling 
it back a few inches with all four wheels on the table surface) 
(Goldsmith and Rothbart, 1999). The toy car then was placed 
within the infants’ reach, allowing them to play with it for few 
seconds (see Figure 4, first row). The examiner then gently took 
back the toy car and placed it inside a clear plastic bin just out 
of the infant’s reach for 30 s (see Figure 4, rows 2–4). After 30 s, 
the toy was returned to the infant. This procedure was repeated 
one to three times.
Source videos were manually reviewed to identify the 
beginning and ending of the entire segments of Bubble and 
Toy-Removal tasks, respectively. For all infants, the Bubble Task 
segments started when the interviewer first said, “look what I 
have,” “ready?” or count down before they first blow the bubbles 
and ended when interviewers said, “all done.” For all infants, the 
Toy-Removal Task segments started when the interviewer said, 
FigUre 1 | Observational procedure.
FigUre 3 | examples of tracking results (head orientation pitch (green), yaw (blue), and roll (red), and the 49 fiducial points) during a Bubble Task.
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“look what I have” while introducing the car to the infants for the 
first time or the off-screen sound of the car on the table was heard. 
The Toy-Removal Task segments ended when the interviewer 
said, “all done” or “good job!” after the last repetition.
Neither task required an active response from the infant. 
Qualitative observations suggest that head pose and hand posi-
tion appeared to be independent of task. For instance, as shown 
in Figures 3 and 4, frontal and non-frontal pose and hand place-
ments were observed in both tasks. The infant reached toward 
the bubbles in Figure 3 and withdrew his hand from the toy in 
Figure 4.
The trials were recorded using a Sony DXC190 compact 
camera at 60 frames per second. Infants’ face orientation to the 
cameras was approximately 15° from frontal, with considerable 
head movement.
Manual Continuous Ratings
Despite the standardized emotion inductions, positive and nega-
tive affect could occur during both tasks. To control for this possi-
bility and to provide actual ground truth for positive and negative 
affect, independent manual continuous ratings of valence were 
obtained from four naïve raters. Observers rated intensity of both 
positive and negative affect. This approach to measuring emotion 
is informed by a 45° rotation of Russell’s circumplex as proposed 
by Watson and Tellegen (1985). Baker et al. (2010) and Messinger 
et al. (2009) used a similar approach.
FigUre 2 | emotional maps obtained by the aggregated ratings. Each row corresponds to one infant. Columns correspond to the aggregated continuous 
rating across frames. Green and red delimit positive and negative affect, respectively.
FigUre 4 | examples of tracking results (head orientation pitch (green), yaw (blue), and roll (red), and the 49 fiducial points) during a Toy-removal 
Task.
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More precisely, each of 62 video recordings (31 infants ×  2 
conditions, Bubble and Toy-Removal Tasks) was independently 
rated from the video on a continuous scale from “−100”: maxi-
mum of intensity negative affect to “+100”: maximum of inten-
sity positive affect. Continuous ratings were made using custom 
software (Girard, 2014). This produced a time series rating for 
each rater and each video. To achieve high effective reliability, 
following Rosenthal (2005), the time series were averaged across 
raters. Effective reliability was evaluated using intraclass correla-
tion (McGraw and Wong, 1996; Rosenthal, 2005). The ICC was 
0.91, which indicated high reliability.
Figure 2 shows the emotional maps obtained from the aggre-
gated ratings. Continuous ratings of Bubble Tasks are shown on 
the right, and continuous ratings of Toy-Removal Tasks are shown 
on the left. In most cases, segments of positive and negative affect 
(delimited in green and red, respectively in Figure 2) alternated 
throughout the interaction regardless of the experimental tasks. 
In a few cases, infants never progressed beyond negative affect 
even in the nominally positive Bubble Task (see rows 4 and 6 
from the top in Figure 2). This pattern highlights the importance 
of using independent criteria to identify episodes of positive and 
negative affect instead of relying upon the intended goal of each 
condition.
Infants were more positive in the Bubbles Task and more 
negative in the Toy-Removal Task. The ratio of positive 
to negative affect was significantly higher in the Bubbles 
Task compared to the Toy-Removal Task (t =  7.60, df =  30, 
p ≤ 0.001, see green segments in Figure 2 right), and the ratio 
of negative to positive affect was significantly higher in the 
Toy-Removal Task compared to the Bubbles Task (t =  7.60, 
df = 30, p ≤ 0.001, see red segments in Figure 2 left). To be 
conservative, for analysis we compared segments rated as posi-
tive in the Bubbles Task (see green segments in Figure 2 right) 
and segments rated as negative in Toy-Removal Task (see red 
segments in Figure 2 left).
The differences between the selected affective segments were 
specific to valence (i.e., positive and negative affect) rather than 
the intensity. The absolute intensity of behavioral ratings did not 
differ between segments of positive and negative affect (t = −1.41, 
df = 28, p = 0.168). The difference was of valence.
automatic Tracking of head Orientation 
and Facial landmarks
A recently developed generic 3D face tracker (ZFace) was used 
to track the registered 3D coordinates from 2D video of 49 facial 
landmarks, or fiducial points, and the 3 degrees of rigid head 
movements (i.e., pitch, yaw, and roll, see Figures 3 and 4). The 
tracker uses a combined 3D supervised descent method (Xiong 
and de la Torre, 2013), where the shape model is defined by a 
3D mesh and the 3D vertex locations of the mesh. The tracker 
registers a dense parameterized shape model to an image such 
that its landmarks correspond to consistent locations on the face. 
The robustness of the method for 3D registration and reconstruc-
tion from 2D video was validated in a series of experiments [for 
details, please see Jeni et al. (2015)].
To further evaluate the concurrent validity of the tracker for 
head pose, it was compared with the CISRO cylinder-based 3D 
head tracker (Cox et al., 2013) on 16 randomly selected videos of 
Bubble and Toy-Removal Tasks from eight infants. Concurrent 
correlations between the two methods for pitch, yaw, and roll 
were 0.74, 0.93, and 0.92, respectively. Examples of the tracker 
performance for head orientation and facial landmarks localiza-
tion are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
aUTOMaTic MeasUreMenT OF heaD 
anD Facial MOVeMenT
In the following, we first describe the results of the automatic 
tracking and the manual validation of the tracked data. We then 
describe how the extracted head orientations and fiducial points 
were reduced for analysis. Measures of displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration were computed for both head and facial landmark 
movements.
evaluation and Manual Validation of the 
Tracking results
For each video frame, the tracker outputs the 3D coordinates 
of the 49 fiducial points and 3 degrees of freedom of rigid head 
movement (pitch, yaw, and roll) or a failure message when a frame 
could not be tracked. To guard against possible tracking error, 
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tracking results were overlaid on the source videos and manually 
reviewed. Examples are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Frames that 
could not be tracked or failed visual review were not analyzed. 
Failures were due primarily to self-occlusions (e.g., hand in the 
mouth) and extreme head turn (out of frame). The percentage 
of well-tracked frames was lower for Toy-Removal Task than for 
Bubble Task (see Table 1).
Measurement of head Movement
Head angles in the horizontal, vertical, and lateral directions were 
selected to measure head movement. These directions corre-
spond to head nods (i.e., pitch), head turns (i.e., yaw), and lateral 
head inclinations (i.e., roll), respectively (see blue, green, and 
red rows in Figures 3 and 4). Head angles were converted into 
angular displacement, angular velocity, and angular acceleration. 
For pitch, yaw, and roll, angular displacement was computed by 
subtracting the overall mean head angle from each observed head 
angle within each valid segment (i.e., consecutive valid frames). 
Similarly, angular velocity and angular acceleration for pitch, yaw, 
and roll were computed as the derivative of angular displacement 
and angular velocity, respectively. Angular velocity and angular 
acceleration allow measurements of changes in head movement 
from one frame to the next.
The root mean square (RMS) was then used to measure the 
magnitude of variation of the angular displacement, the angular 
velocity, and angular acceleration. The RMS value of the angular 
displacement, the angular velocity, and the angular acceleration 
was computed as the square root of the mean value of the squared 
values of the quantity taken over each consecutive valid segment 
for each condition. The RMS of the horizontal, vertical, and lateral 
angular displacement, angular velocity, and angular acceleration 
were then calculated for each consecutive valid segment, for each 
condition, and for each infant separately. RMSs of head move-
ment as used in the analyses refer to the mean of the RMSs of 
consecutive valid segments.
Measurement of Facial Movement
The movement of the 49 detected 3D fiducial points (see 
Figures  3 and 4) was selected to measure facial movement. 
The movement of the 49 fiducial points corresponds to the 
movement (without rigid head movements) of the correspond-
ing facial features such the eyes, eyebrows, and mouth. First, 
the mean position in the face of each detected fiducial point 
within all valid segments (i.e., consecutive valid frames) was 
computed. The displacement of each one of the 49 fiducial 
points was computed by measuring the Euclidian distance 
between its current position in the face and its mean position in 
the face. The velocity of movement of the 49 detected fiducial 
points was computed as the derivative of the corresponding 
TaBle 1 | Percentage of valid tracking during Bubble and Toy-removal 
Tasks.
Bubble Task Toy-removal Task
Infants 85 70
t = 4.76, p ≤ 0.01, df = 30.
displacement, measuring the speed of change of the fiducial 
points position on the face from one frame to the next. 
Similarly, acceleration of each one of the 49 detected fiducial 
points was computed as the derivative of the corresponding 
velocities.
The RMS was then used to measure the magnitude of vari-
ation of the fiducial points’ displacement, velocity, and accel-
eration, respectively. Similarly to head movement, the RMS 
values of the fiducial points’ displacement, the fiducial points’ 
velocity, and the fiducial points’ acceleration were computed 
for each consecutive valid segment for each condition. RMSs 
of facial movement as used for analyses refer to the mean of 
the RMSs of consecutive valid segments. For simplicity, in the 
following sections the fiducial points’ displacement, fiducial 
points’ velocity, and fiducial points’ acceleration are referred to 
as facial displacement, facial velocity, and facial acceleration, 
respectively.
Because the movements of individual points were highly 
correlated, principal components analysis (PCA) was used to 
reduce the number of parameters (a compressed representation 
of the 49 RMSs of facial displacement, velocity, and acceleration, 
respectively). The first principal components of displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration accounted for 60, 71, and 73% of the 
respective variance and were used for analysis.
DaTa analYsis anD resUlTs
Because of the repeated-measures nature of the data, mixed 
analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to evaluate mean 
differences in head and facial movements between positive and 
negative affect. The ANOVAs included sex (between-subjects 
factor), condition (within-subjects factor) and the interaction 
between sex and condition.1 Separate ANOVAs were used for 
each measure (i.e., head and facial RMSs of displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration). Paired t-tests were used for post hoc 
analyses following significant ANOVAs. In a follow-up analy-
sis, discriminant analysis was used to assess to what extend the 
significant measures alone allow to detect positive and negative 
affect.
infant head Movement During Positive 
and negative affect
For RMS angular displacement of yaw and roll but not pitch, 
there was a main effect for sex (F2,56 = 8.9, p = 0.004, F2,56 = 7.35, 
p =  0.008, and F2,56 =  0.54, p =  0.46, respectively).2 Yaw and 
roll angular amplitudes were higher for girls than for boys. The 
sex-by-condition interaction was not significant. The sex effect 
should, however, be interpreted with caution given the unbal-
anced distribution of male and female infants.
1 An interaction effect is a change in the simple main effect of one variable over 
levels of another variable. A sex-by-episode interaction is a change in the simple 
main effect of sex over levels of episode or the change in the simple main effect of 
episode over levels of sex.
2 F2,56 corresponds to the F statistic and its associated degrees of freedom. The first 
number refers to the degrees of freedom for the specific effect and the second 
number to the degrees of freedom of error.
TaBle 2 | Post hoc paired t-tests (following significant anOVas) for pitch, yaw, and roll rMs angular velocities, and rMs angular accelerations.
Positive negative Differences by paired t-test
M (sD) M (sD) t df Observed p holm p
angular velocity
Pitch 0.66 (0.14) 0.77 (0.20) −3.56 28 0.001 0.005
Yaw 0.59 (0.12) 0.72 (0.17) −4.59 28 <0.001 <0.004
Roll 0.32 (0.08) 0.40 (0.14) −3.06 28 0.004 0.03
angular acceleration
Pitch 0.90 (0.19) 1.02 (0.25) −3.01 28 0.005 0.025
Yaw 0.77 (0.14) 0.89 (0.23) −3.07 28 0.004 0.016
Roll 0.40 (0.11) 0.48 (0.19) −2.19 28 0.03 0.05
To control for experiment-wise error, a Holm correction was used for each set of multiple comparisons.
M, mean of RMSs, t, t-ratio; df, degrees of freedom; p, probability.
Critical values for family-wise error per Holm correction (Holm, 1979; Aickin and Gensler, 1996) are 0.025, 0.016, and 0.05 for Pitch, Yaw, and Roll, respectively.
TaBle 3 | Post hoc paired t-tests (following significant anOVas) for rMs facial displacements, rMs facial velocities, and rMs facial accelerations.
Positive negative Differences by paired t-test
M (sD) M (sD) t df Observed p holm p
Facial displacement −0.96 (3.38) 0.90 (3.90) −2.30 28 0.02 0.05
Facial velocity −0.12 (0.37) 0.11 (0.51) −2.85 28 0.008 0.016
Facial acceleration −0.16 (0.48) 0.15 (0.67) −2.80 28 0.01 0.025
To control for experiment-wise error, a Holm correction was used for each set of set of multiple comparisons.
M, mean of RMSs; t, t-ratio; df, degrees of freedom; p, probability.
Critical values for family-wise error per Holm correction (Holm, 1979; Aickin and Gensler, 1996) are 0.05, 0.016, and 0.025 for facial displacement, velocity, and acceleration, 
respectively.
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For RMS angular velocity and RMS angular acceleration, 
there were no sex- or interaction effects for pitch, yaw, or roll. 
Consequently, for angular velocity and angular acceleration, 
only main effects of condition were tested. For RMS angular 
velocity of pitch, yaw, and roll, there were significant effects 
for condition (F1,58 =  5.51, p =  0.02; F1,58 =  11.21, p =  0.001; 
and F1,58 =  6.03, p =  0.01, respectively). Pitch, yaw, and roll 
RMS angular velocities increased in negative affect compared 
with positive affect (see Table  2). Similarly, for RMS angular 
acceleration of pitch, yaw, and roll, there were significant effects 
for condition (F1,58 = 3.99, p = 0.05; F1,58 = 5.29, p = 0.02; and 
F1,58 =  4.04, p =  0.04, respectively). Pitch, yaw, and roll RMS 
angular accelerations increased in negative compared with posi-
tive affect (see Table 2).
infants Facial Movement During Positive 
and negative affect
Similar to head movement, preliminary mixed ANOVAs 
included sex and sex-by-condition interaction. For facial move-
ment, neither effect was significant; they were thus dropped 
from the model. For RMS facial displacement, RMS facial 
velocity, and RMS facial acceleration, there were significant 
effects for condition (F1,58 = 3.91, p = 0.05; F1,58 = 4.16, p = 0.04; 
and F1,58 =  4.65, p =  0.03, respectively). RMS facial displace-
ment, RMS facial velocity, and RMS facial acceleration were 
significantly higher in negative affect compared with positive 
affect (Table 3).
automatic Detection of Positive and 
negative affect from head and Facial 
Movement
To further evaluate the predictive value of head and facial move-
ment for positive and negative affect, all of the significant meas-
ures identified in the previous sections were entered together 
into a linear discriminant analysis. These consisted of nine 
parameters: pitch, yaw and roll angular velocities and angular 
accelerations, facial amplitude, facial velocity, and facial accelera-
tion. For a compact representation, principal component analysis 
was first used to reduce the nine parameters to two components 
accounting for 79.36% of the variance. The resulting discriminant 
function was highly significant (Wilks’ lambda = 0.86, p = 0.015). 
Using leave one-case out cross-validation, the mean classification 
rate for positive and negative affect was 65%. Kappa, a measure of 
agreement, which adjusts for chance, was 0.30, which represents 
a fair agreement.
correlation Between head and Facial 
Movements and Behavioral ratings
Because both head and facial movements for most measures 
were faster during negative than positive affect, we wished to 
investigate whether head and facial movements were them-
selves correlated and to investigate the correlation between 
head and facial movements and the behavioral ratings. To 
reduce the number of facial movement parameters to a compact 
TaBle 4 | Mean correlations between infants’ time series of angular displacement of pitch, yaw, and roll, and facial displacement.
Bubble Task Toy-removal Task
comp-1 comp-2 comp-3 comp-1 comp-2 comp-3
Pitch 0.25 0.22 0.15 0.20 0.28 0.18
Yaw 0.20 0.17 0.11 0.18 0.16 0.13
Roll 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.14
All correlations differed significantly from 0, p ≤ 0.01.
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representation, PCA was used to reduce the 49 fiducial point 
time series to three time series components. These three 
components accounted for a total of 70% of the variance (see 
Table 4). We then computed the correlation between infants’ 
time series of angular displacement of pitch, yaw, and roll, and 
facial displacement (measured using the compressed three time 
series: Comp-1, Comp-2, and Comp-3) during Bubble and 
Toy-Removal Tasks (see Table 4). Overall, the obtained mean 
correlations suggest that head and facial movements were only 
weakly correlated.
We next examined the relative importance of infants’ head 
angular displacement (i.e., pitch, yaw, and roll), and facial dis-
placement (Comp-1, Comp-2, and Comp-3) to the observers’ 
ratings. To do this, we performed multiple linear regressions to 
learn more about the relationship between the behavioral rat-
ings and infants’ head angular displacement of pitch, yaw, and 
roll, and facial displacement measured using the compressed 
three time series components (Comp-1, Comp-2, and Comp-3). 
Three regression models were fitted. First, a regression model 
between the time series of angular displacement of pitch, yaw, 
and roll, and continuous ratings. Second, a regression model 
between the time series of facial displacement (measured 
using the compressed three times series Comp-1, Comp-2, and 
Comp-3) and continuous ratings. Finally, a regression model 
was fitted between both the infants’ time series of angular dis-
placement of pitch, yaw, and roll, and facial displacement, and 
the continuous ratings. The adjusted R-squared values for each 
model are reported in Figures 5 and 6. R-squared is a measure 
of variance accounted for in the dependent variable by the set 
of predictors.
The obtained results show that both head angular displace-
ment and facial displacement accounted for significant variation 
of the continuous ratings. Head angular displacement accounted, 
respectively, for 16 and 15% of the variance in behavioral ratings 
of infant affect during Bubble and Toy-Removal tasks. Compared 
to head movement, facial movement accounted, respectively, 
for 26 and 24% of the variance in behavioral ratings of infant 
affect during Bubble and Toy-Removal tasks. The two modalities 
together accounted, respectively, for 36 and 32% of the variance in 
behavioral ratings of infant affect during Bubble and Toy-Removal 
tasks. For both tasks, facial movement accounted for more of 
the variance of the continuous rating than did head movement 
(p ≤ 0.01, df = 1, p ≤ 0.01, df = 1, for Bubble and Toy-Removal 
tasks, respectively) and head and facial movement together 
accounted for more of the variance of the continuous ratings than 
head and facial movement separately (p ≤ 0.01, df = 1, p ≤ 0.05, 
df = 1, for Bubble and Toy-Removal tasks, respectively).
DiscUssiOn anD cOnclUsiOn
We tested the hypothesis that head and facial movements in 
infants as measured by AAA vary between positive and negative 
affect. We found striking differences in head and facial dynamics 
between positive and negative affect. Velocity and acceleration 
for both head and facial movements were greater during negative 
than positive affect.
Were these effects specific to the affective differences between 
conditions? Alternative explanations might be considered. One 
is whether the differences were specific to intensity rather than 
valence. From a dimensional perspective, affective phenomena exist 
in a two-dimensional space defined by intensity and valence [i.e., a 
“circumplex” model as elaborated by Russell and Bullock (1985)]. 
If the intensity of observer ratings were greater during one or the 
other condition that would suggest that the valence differences we 
observed were confounded by intensity. To evaluate this possibility, 
we compared observer ratings of absolute intensity between condi-
tions. Absolute intensity failed to vary between conditions.
This negative finding suggests that intensity of response was 
not responsible for the systematic variation we observed between 
conditions. They were specific to valence of affect. Another pos-
sible alternative explanation could be demand characteristics of 
the tasks. Toy-removal elicits reaching for the toy; bubble task 
elicits head motion toward the bubbles. To consider whether 
these characteristics may have been a factor, we compared the 
amount of head movement (i.e., displacement) between condi-
tions. Displacement of the head failed to vary between tasks. The 
lack of differences in head displacement suggests that demand 
characteristics did not account for the differences in acceleration 
and velocity we observed. Lastly, it is possible that missing data 
from tracking error played a role. Further improvements in track-
ing infants’ head and facial movements especially during distress 
would be needed to rule this alternative.
The obtained results are consistent with prior work in adult 
psychiatric populations that found that head movement system-
atically varies between affective states. For instance, our findings 
are consistent with a recent study that found greater velocity of 
head motion in intimate couples during episodes of high vs. low 
conflict (Hammal et al., 2014). They are consistent as well with the 
finding that velocity of head movement was inversely correlated 
with depression severity. Girard and colleagues (Girard et  al., 
2014) found that velocity was lower when depressive symptoms 
were clinically significant and increased as patients improved. 
Reduced reactivity is consistent with many evolutionary theories 
of depression (Klinger, 1975; Nesse, 1983; Fowles, 1994) and 
highlights the symptoms of apathy and psychomotor retardation. 
FigUre 5 | Distribution of adjusted R-squared values of the regressions models using head angular displacement, facial displacement, and both 
head angular displacement and facial displacement during Bubble Task. R-squared is a measure of variance accounted in the dependent variable by the set 
of predictors.
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Previous studies have found that depression is marked by reduc-
tions in general facial expressiveness (Renneberg et al., 2005) and 
head movement (Fisch et al., 1983; Joshi et al., 2013). Together, 
these findings suggest that head and facial movements are lowest 
during depressed affect, increase during neutral to positive affect, 
and increase yet again during conflict and negative affect. Future 
research is needed to investigate more fully the relation between 
affect and the dynamics of head and facial movement.
Finally, some infants had mild CFM. While CFM could poten-
tially have moderated the effects we observed, too few infants 
with CFM have yet been enrolled to evaluate this hypothesis. 
Case/control status has not yet been unblended to investigators. 
For these reasons, we focus on the relation between head and 
facial movement and affect independent of CFM status. Once 
study enrollment is further advanced, the possible role of CFM 
as a moderator can be examined.
FigUre 6 | Distribution of adjusted R-squared values of the regressions models using head angular displacement, facial displacement, and both 
head angular displacement and facial displacement during Toy-removal Task. R-squared is a measure of variance accounted in the dependent variable by 
the set of predictors.
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